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Cross-frequency coupling (CFC) between neural oscillations has received increased
attention over the last decade, as it is believed to underlie a number of cognitive
operations in different brain systems. Coupling can take different forms as it associates
the phase, frequency, and/or amplitude of coupled oscillations. These specific forms
of coupling are a signature for the underlying network physiology and probably relate
to distinct cognitive functions. Here I discuss three caveats in data analysis that can
lead to mistake one specific form of CFC for another: (1) bicoherence assesses the level
of phase-amplitude and not of phase-phase coupling (PPC) as commonly accepted;
(2) a test for phase-amplitude coupling (PAC) can indeed signal phase-frequency
coupling (PFC) when the higher frequency signal is extracted using a too narrow
band; (3) an oscillation whose frequency fluctuates may induce spurious amplitude
anticorrelations between neighboring frequency bands. I indicate practical rules to avoid
such misidentifications and correctly identify the specific nature of cross-frequency
coupled signals.
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Cross-frequency coupling (CFC) refers to the coupling between oscillations of distinct frequencies.
In neuroscience, CFC has been observed with neural oscillations in a wide range of frequencies,
across numerous brain systems, animals, and recording techniques (Jensen and Colgin, 2007;
Tort et al., 2007; van der Meij et al., 2012; Jirsa and Müller, 2013; Hyafil et al., in press). On the
physiological side, the generation of CFC in neural networks has been studied through neural
recording and interventions as well as computational modeling (Tort et al., 2007; Roopun et al.,
2008; Belluscio et al., 2012; Fontolan et al., 2013; Malerba and Kopell, 2013; Kaplan et al., 2014;
Onslow et al., 2014). On the functional side, CFC has been associated with various functional
roles including representation of sequences in working memory, visual scene analysis, and speech
parsing (Lisman and Jensen, 2013; Jensen et al., 2014; Hyafil et al., 2015). CFC may take various
forms depending on which of the specific attributes of either oscillation (frequency, phase, and
amplitude) are coupled. Most commonly studied forms of CFC are phase-amplitude coupling
(PAC), phase-phase coupling (PPC), phase-frequency coupling (PFC), and amplitude-amplitude
coupling (AAC) (Jensen and Colgin, 2007; Jirsa and Müller, 2013; Hyafil et al., in press). It is
essential to assess the specific nature of CFC displayed by a neural signal, especially because it
provides important clues about the mechanisms responsible for CFC generation. For example,
while PFC is a quite generic form of CFC that most often emerges when coupling between the
two oscillations is sufficiently strong, PAC appears only when the faster oscillation is intermittent
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or when underlying spiking is sparse (Hyafil et al., in press).
Additionally, CFC signatures may be related to specific cognitive
operations. PAC is implicated in a variety of functions,
ranging from multi-item representations to long-distance neural
communication and sensory parsing, while PPC may enable an
alterative form of long-distance communication, and AAC may
allow top-down modulation of attention (Lisman and Jensen,
2013; Jensen et al., 2014; Hyafil et al., in press). While several
methods can detect the presence of a certain kind of CFC in
recorded signals (Palva et al., 2005; Özkurt and Schnitzler, 2011;
Canolty et al., 2012), the specificity of those tests to a given type
of CFC has not been assessed. I will present three caveats in data
analysis that may lead to misidentifying the specific form of CFC
and then propose simple practical rules to avoid them. As CFC
involves two distinct oscillations, I denote SO the slow oscillation
and FO the fast oscillation in this paper. Notably, the pitfalls
presented here are by no means linked to the specific nature of
neural signals and are equally applicable to the cross-frequency
analysis of any dynamical signal.
BICOHERENCE ASSESSES PAC AND NOT
PPC
Bicoherence is an experimental measure that assesses the
coupling between the phases of three signal components at three
distinct frequencies, namely at fSO frequency (frequency of SO),
fFO frequency (frequency of FO), and fSO + fFO frequency (sum
of frequencies). As a measure based on phase that is loosely
related to the coherence measure assessing 1:1 phase-locking
(Mitra and Pesaran, 1999), bicoherence is usually regarded as
indexing PPC (Isler et al., 2008; Mukamel et al., 2011; Jirsa
and Müller, 2013). For example, Isler and colleagues interpreted
positive bicoherence measures in an orienting task as evidence
FIGURE 1 | (A) FO-SO beats. Illustration of how a sinusoid of frequency fFO (orange curve) whose amplitude is modulated by an oscillation of frequency fSO
(green curve) can be decomposed mathematically as the sum of three pure sinusoids, one of difference frequency fFO − fSO (purple curve), one of the faster
frequency fFO (orange curve), and the third of sum frequency fFO + fSO (orange curve). This mathematical equivalence between the generative form of an
amplitude modulated signal and its Fourier decomposition is the basis for the bicoherence measure. (B) Bicoherence in the amplitude-modulated system of (A).
Plot show phases at frequency ϕSO (green curve) and frequency ϕFO (orange curve) and the sum of phases ϕSO + ϕFO (black curve). The sum of phases is
exactly equal to the phase of oscillation at frequency ϕSO+FO (blue curve). This association is detected by the bicoherence measure. (C) Bicoherence in a system
with PAC but no PPC. Two-hundred trials were simulated with a constant SO sinusoid and a FO sinusoid whose amplitude was modulated at SO frequency. The
amplitude modulation was exactly locked to SO in all trials (PAC), whereas the phase of the FO sinusoid was drawn randomly (no PPC). Bicoherence (right panel)
reached the maximal value of 1. (D) Absence of bicoherence in a system with PPC but no PAC. The same model as (C) was simulated, but instead the amplitude
modulation had a randomly distributed phase (no PAC) while the phase of the FO sinusoid was locked in all trials to the SO oscillation (PPC). Bicoherence
vanished completely (right panel).
that delta oscillations were phase coupled (1:3 coupling) to
theta oscillations in central regions and to alpha oscillations (1:4
coupling) in right parietal and posterior regions (Isler et al.,
2008). Here I show that instead bicoherence essentially measures
PAC. The fact that bicoherence is primarily driven by amplitude
modulation of the faster oscillation was actually acknowledged
by some researchers more than a decade ago (Witte et al., 2000;
Schack et al., 2001, 2002) but has been occluded in more recent
investigation of bicoherence measures.
The effect can be understood by looking at the Fourier
decomposition of a canonical model of amplitude modulation
of FO by SO. The canonical model makes evident three
components: at fFO − fSO, fFO, and fFO + fSO.
cos(2pifFOt)[1+ cos(2pifSOt)] = 0.5 cos[2pi(fFO − fSO)t]
+ cos(2pifFOt)
+ 0.5 cos[2pi(fFO + fSO)t]
(This mathematical equivalence is also at the origin of the
phenomenon of beating in acoustics, whereby two sounds of
slightly distinct frequencies are perceived as a slowly modulated
sound.) In general, any modulation of amplitude of FO
oscillation by a slower SO oscillation yields a spectral signature
at frequency fFO + fSO (Figure 1A), and its associated phase
is exactly equal to the sum of phases at frequencies fSO and
fFO (Figure 1B). The level of dependence between the phase at
frequency fFO + fSO and the sum of phases at frequencies fSO
and fFO is precisely what is captured by the bicoherence measure.
Consequently, in a signal including a FO rhythm modulated at
frequency fSO, bicoherence reaches its maximal value (equal to 1)
if the modulation is locked to the signal component at frequency
fSO, i.e., if there is PAC (Figure 1C). Strong bicoherence occurs
even in the absence of phase consistency between SO and FO
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oscillations, i.e., in the absence of PPC. By contrast, bicoherence
vanishes when FO amplitude modulations do not lock to SO
oscillation, even when FO and SO oscillations are completely
in phase (Figure 1D). In other words, strong PPC without
PAC yields no bicoherence. These two exemplars illustrate that
bicoherence assesses primarily phase-amplitude and not phase-
phase coupling between two oscillations. The three-way phase
coupling in the bicoherence formula appears at the level of the
Fourier decomposition, but the underlying generative model
relies on FO amplitude and not phase modulations. Importantly,
bicoherence is not a puremeasure of PAC, because it is influenced
by the amplitude of FO and SO. Therefore, bicoherence likely
incorporates some influence of AAC. Biphase-locking value is
similar to bicoherence but is purely based on phases. Biphase-
locking also assesses PAC, and not PPC as promoted by their
creators (Darvas et al., 2009a,b).
What is the practical value of the bicoherence measure for
unveiling specific forms of CFC? It is clear that bicoherence
should not be used to study cross-frequency PPC. Instead PPC
should be investigated using either the method developed by
Sauseng et al. (2009) or the method specifically tuned to detect
m:n phase coupling (Palva et al., 2005). Bicoherence is not
recommended to test for PAC either, as it lacks specificity.
Notably, PAC between oscillations at frequencies fSO and fFO
will yield two peaks in the bicoherence map: one expected at
the (fSO, fFO) pair but also another at the (fSO, fFO − fSO) pair.
More generally, Jirsa and Müller showed through simulations
that significant bicoherence measures are also found for models
of phase-frequency or amplitude-frequency coupling (Jirsa and
Müller, 2013). PAC is thus better be assessed using one of
the tailored statistical tests for this specific form of CFC (Tort
et al., 2010; Özkurt and Schnitzler, 2011; Canolty et al., 2012;
Voytek et al., 2013). In summary, use of bicoherence to test
for mechanistic and functional properties of CFC in the brain
should be discouraged. Nevertheless, it can still provide a simple
a-theoretical marker of dynamical state of the brain for clinical
applications (Sigl and Chamoun, 1994; Hagihira et al., 2001;
Witte et al., 2008).
TESTS FOR PHASE-AMPLITUDE
COUPLING MAY INSTEAD SIGNAL
PHASE-FREQUENCY COUPLING
While numerous methods exist for the identification of PAC
in neural recordings (Canolty et al., 2006; Tort et al., 2010;
Özkurt and Schnitzler, 2011; Voytek et al., 2013), I argue that
these methods may mistake PFC for PAC when the frequency
band used to extract the FO signal is not appropriately defined.
Indeed all methods to evaluate PAC are based on the prior
extraction of the FO signal from a certain frequency band,
using e.g., bandpass filtering or wavelet decomposition. The
amplitude of the filtered signal is then assessed, with the
underlying assumption that all FO power is contained within the
filtered signal. However, when FO undergoes strong frequency
modulations, the filtered signal no longer faithfully reflects the
underlying oscillatory component. In other words FO amplitude
will not be correctly assessed when frequency fluctuations drive
the FO out of the bandpass at certain times. In such cases
the PAC measure will not simply measure whether SO phase
modulates FO amplitude but also whether SO phase influences
when FO frequency is within the filter frequency band. In
other words, the PAC measure will not be specific to PAC
alone, but also to PFC. This is illustrated in Figure 2A, which
shows a simple sinusoid of constant amplitude, whose frequency
is modulated by a slower oscillation. As can be seen in the
spectrogram, if the FO signal is extracted from a bandpass
that does not cover the full frequency range visited by the
modulated oscillation (e.g., either using a lower or higher
subband), amplitude modulations will appear in phase or in
antiphase with the slower oscillation. This in turn yields a false
positive test for PAC.
It is thus likely that a significant portion of the numerous
cases of PAC reported in the literature (Jirsa and Müller, 2013)
were indeed markers for PFC. PFC is a CFC feature that readily
emerges with a sufficiently strong coupling between FO and SO,
as SO will generally modulate the excitability of the FO (Fontolan
et al., 2013; Hyafil et al., in press). A hint that a positive PAC
test is indeed due to the presence of PFC would be that the
amplitude of neighboring frequency bands peak in antiphase
with respect to the same SO, as in the example of Figure 2A.
Moreover, the misidentification of PFC for PAC is more likely
to arise when SO is extracted using a narrow frequency band
such as when wavelet decomposition is used. A related but
distinct pitfall of using narrow bands for CFC measures was
unveiled recently: a present PAC effect can be missed if the
filtering band is not at least twice as large as the SO frequency
(Aru et al., 2014). One practical implication of these pitfalls is
that experimenters should be especially cautious when selecting
the bandwidth of the modulated rhythm to make sure that it
embraces the whole bump in the spectral power and not just
a narrow window around the peak. In accordance, Aru and
colleagues proposed as a practical rule for bandwidth selection
to “look for a sweet point where the phase dynamics shows
maximal robustness against small bandwidth changes” (Aru et al.,
2014).
The exposed confusion between PFC and PAC measures
also makes evident the unrighteous imbalance in the attention
that these two types of CFC have received. Indeed PAC has
been much more investigated experimentally than PFC (Jirsa
and Müller, 2013), and while numerous statistical tests have
been developed to probe the presence of PAC in neural data,
currently no test has been properly defined to assess PFC. In
theory such test could easily be designed by: first, extracting
the instantaneous frequency of FO as the derivative of the
instantaneous phase; second, apply any statistical test for PAC,
replacing the FO amplitude time series by the FO frequency
time series (Jirsa and Müller, 2013). The statistical power of
such adapted tests however still remain to be investigated using
synthetic data.
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FIGURE 2 | (A) Phase-Frequency coupling can be mistaken for Phase-Amplitude Coupling. (Top curves) An oscillatory signal (blue) whose frequency is modulated by
an oscillatory signal of lower frequency (green), i.e., a canonical example of phase-frequency coupling. (Middle-upper panel) The spectrogram shows how energy of
the modulated signal fluctuates between higher and lower frequency sub-bands. Blue line along the y-axis depicts the signal spectrum. (Middle lower panel) Two
bandpass filters are applied onto the modulated signal to extract a higher band component (red curve) and a lower band component (black curve). The amplitude of
both components is modulated as the signal frequency enters in and out of the respective frequency bands. (Lower panel) Spurious positive test for phase-amplitude
coupling: the amplitude of both sub-bands components is determined by the phase of modulatory signal (the peak amplitudes of both components are in antiphase).
(B) Frequency Modulation can be mistaken for Power-Power coupling. (Top curve) An oscillatory signal whose frequency evolves across time. (Middle-upper panel)
The spectrogram shows how energy of the signal evolves over time between frequency sub-bands. (Middle-lower panel) When components are extracted from two
neighboring frequency bands, the power of the two resulting signals fluctuates in opposite fashion. (Lower bottom panel) Spurious positive test for power-power
coupling between the two frequency bands: the interpolated line shows strong anti-correlation of the power of the two sub-band components.
FREQUENCY MODULATIONS INDUCE
ANTICORRELATIONS BETWEEN
NEIGHBORING FREQUENCY BANDS
The third pitfall is closely related to the second pitfall, because
it also stems from the consequence of inappropriate bandwidth
for FO extraction when FO frequency evolves. Different for
the second pitfall, frequency fluctuations need not be tied to
any specific slower oscillation. When components from non-
overlapping sub-bands within the modulated frequency range
are extracted, there will be a consistent dependence between the
amplitude of such components (illustrated Figure 2B for the case
of two sub-bands). Indeed, at a given time the sub-band including
the instantaneous frequency will have an enhanced amplitude,
while the other sub-bands have reduced instantaneous power.
Overall, as the frequency of the modulated rhythm navigates
between the sub-bands, there will then be a negative correlation
between the amplitudes of the different sub-bands (Figure 2B).
In other words, frequency modulation of a signal can create
spurious negative AAC between subcomponents of the signal
extracted in neighboring frequency bands. In such an example,
there is a positive test for a specific form of CFC (AAC) while
indeed there is not two signals, but just one underlying oscillatory
signal. Consequently, any negative AAC implicated neighboring
frequency bandwidths should be interpreted with extra caution.
CONCLUSION
I reported three possible pitfalls in neural data analysis that can
lead to the misidentification of different forms of CFC between
neural oscillations. In particular I describe howmeasures tailored
to detect PAC or AAC may in certain circumstances also
signal other dynamical features of the neural signal associated
with frequency modulation. Of course this does mean that
one should a priori favor these alternative interpretations over
PAC/AAC, but that extra caution must be taken to nail down
the specific form of coupling. Acknowledging these pitfalls is
indeed important since specific CFC signatures can be related
differently to neural mechanisms for CFC generation and to
cognitive operations mediated by CFC. Other warnings have
previously been issued about the statistical validity of some
CFC tests: for example PAC measures may indeed simply
reflect non-stationarity of the neural signal (Aru et al., 2014)
or may be corrupted by amplitude comodulations (Özkurt and
Schnitzler, 2011). Kramer and colleagues also showed that a
non-sinusoidal oscillation yields spurious CFC tests between the
oscillation fundamental and its harmonics (Kramer et al., 2008).
Although the authors investigated the presence of spurious PAC,
a non-sinusoidal oscillation will also yield spurious PPC in the
form of m:n coupling. This could underlie the finding of a
2:1 PPC between alpha and beta bands over occipito-parietal
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areas at rest (Nikulin and Brismar, 2006), as the alpha rhythm
is known to be highly non-sinusoidal (Mazaheri and Jensen,
2008). In general, these newly reported pitfalls stress the need
to develop more specific methods for detecting CFC that
more closely relates to the underlying dynamics of neural
oscillations.
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